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Message from the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs

The University is committed to monitoring and improving students’ educational experiences. Student Ratings of Teaching (SRT) help
to ensure that the student voice is present in fulfilling this mission. We encourage all instructors to incorporate student feedback into
your ongoing efforts to improve your teaching and your courses.

How SRT Results may be Used
Evaluations of teaching provide information intended to help improve teaching, and may also be available to assist students in course
selection and/or to inform administrative decisions on salary, tenure, and promotion. Specific use of SRT results may vary by campus
and/or college as described in relevant university or unit policies.

Resources for Improving Instruction
Tools and tips for improving course instruction can be found on the OMS website (oms.umn.edu/srt), under the faculty section. 

Among the available resources is a guide for connecting your teaching practices with the SRT. This guide was created by the Center
for Educational Innovation (cei.umn.edu) and provides suggestions for improving instructional practices in relation to SRT items.

About this Report
This report contains all ratings provided by the students in your courses who submitted SRT responses. Mean (average) scores are
reported as well as the frequency of how often each response was given for each item. Results are provided in the following order:

1. Score graph and frequency graphs for instructor items
2. Score graph and frequency graphs for course items
3. Comments regarding instructor
4. Comments regarding course

For additional information about evaluation of teaching, please reference the Evaluation of Teaching policy for your campus. The policy
for Twin Cities, Crookston, Morris, and Rochester can be found here: http://policy.umn.edu/education/teachingevaluation. 

Sincerely, 
Rebecca Ropers
Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs
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Instructor Items Overall

1. The instructor was well prepared for class.

2. The instructor presented the subject matter clearly.

3. Interactions with the instructor helped me learn.

4. The instructor treated me with respect.

5. The instructor provided feedback intended to improve my course performance.

6. I would recommend this instructor to other students.
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1. The instructor was well prepared for class.

Statistics Value

Response Count 18

Mean 5.94

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.24

2. The instructor presented the subject matter clearly.

Statistics Value

Response Count 18

Mean 5.67

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.59

3. Interactions with the instructor helped me learn.

Statistics Value

Response Count 17

Mean 5.53

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.72

4. The instructor treated me with respect.

Statistics Value

Response Count 18

Mean 5.83

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.38

5. The instructor provided feedback intended to improve my
course performance.

Statistics Value

Response Count 17

Mean 5.24

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 1.09

6. I would recommend this instructor to other students.

Statistics Value

Response Count 17

Mean 5.76

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.44
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Course Items Overall

1. I have a deeper understanding of the subject matter as a result of this course.

2. My interest in the subject matter was stimulated by this course.

3. Instructional technology employed in this course was effective.

4. The activities in this course supported my learning.

5. The amount of effort needed to be successful in this course is reasonable.

6. The grading standards for this course were clear.

7. I would recommend this course to other students.
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1. I have a deeper understanding of the subject matter as a result
of this course.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.61

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.70

2. My interest in the subject matter was stimulated by this course.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.22

Median 5.50

Standard Deviation 1.00

3. Instructional technology employed in this course was effective.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.53

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 1.01

4. The activities in this course supported my learning.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.28

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 1.07

5. The amount of effort needed to be successful in this course is
reasonable.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.22

Median 5.50

Standard Deviation 1.06

6. The grading standards for this course were clear.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.50

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.62
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7. I would recommend this course to other students.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.50

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.79
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What did the instructor do that most helped your learning?

Comments

I liked the way it was very clear what was expected each week for assignments, I knew what to expect each week.

provided recorded lectures and simple instructions for assignments

He explained complex topics from many different angles to assure all levels of knowledge were stimulated and challenged and he
was entertaining and engaging with each lesson.

Clear instructions and development of the course material.

Posted all the lectures at the same time at the beginning of class. Included relevant readings and in depth lectures.

He kept the course interesting and had us explore and learn interesting topics related to the course while helping us better
understand the importance of the subjects that were taught.

Kyungsoo is very kind. You can tell he cares about his students, which means a lot to every student at the University. He seems very
knowledgeable on every single topic we covered. He was well prepared to teach the class online.

His lectures helped the most.

When I inquired about why I got a quiz question wrong (that I thought was correct) he would give me an in depth response about the
correct answer to clarify any confusion and foster my learning.

Provided lectures with good details and a wide array of reading to better understand the course materials and it’s relevance today.

Was very accessible, understanding professor, content was clearly presented, interesting content.

well–prepared slides

Clear lectures, dependable schedule.

he was great

The lectures were very well put together and covered a wide range of topics

Professor Yoo was very responsive to emails. Answered my questions quickly. Also, the TA left helpful feed back on my work

Prof Yoo's class is EXTREMELY organized. Everything is clearly laid out, he's excellent about getting back to a student in a timely
manner, very easy to follow the course and he really sets the students up for success.

What suggestions do you have for improving the course?

Comments

I would suggest changing up the flipgrid discussion questions. The guidelines for responding to another classmates post
sometimes seemed a little repetitive, maybe if the prompt was left more open ended and instead give suggestions about how to
respond to a peer it might be a more interesting discussion.

more checkpoints or activities throughout the semester for students to get started on or get feedback on their final presentation

Posting lecture slides as separate documents would be helpful.

continue to bring in lectures from experts.

I don't have any.

If posting an article to a newspaper website that requires a paid subscription, just remember to post a PDF right away.

I don’t have any suggestions.

I was taking this course as someone outside of the subject, and there were a lot of topics covered throughout the course about soil
science that weren't explained until most of the way through the course. It seemed like it was supposed to be common knowledge,
but I know I wasn't the only student without any experience in the subject and who was confused.
In addition to that, I feel like the flipgrid discussion posts made the class more inaccessible to me at times. I didn't have access to a
good private place to record many weeks, and flipgrid would often crash my browser or simply stop working, preventing me from
turning in the assignment on time. I emailed the instructor about extensions, explaining my technology problems, and he said he
still had to take points off even though it wasn't my fault I couldn't record. I wish there was a writing option for the discussion instead
of the video.

Not too much, it was a great class I don't have many complaints.

I believe reflection and RP are not necessary.

Maybe include a few more varied assignments throughout the semester?

non e

Maybe a little less coursework. Most of it was absolutely needed however I think certain weeks there was too much reading
required.
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Message from the Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs

The University is committed to monitoring and improving students’ educational experiences. Student Ratings of Teaching (SRT) help
to ensure that the student voice is present in fulfilling this mission. We encourage all instructors to incorporate student feedback into
your ongoing efforts to improve your teaching and your courses.

How SRT Results may be Used
Evaluations of teaching provide information intended to help improve teaching, and may also be available to assist students in course
selection and/or to inform administrative decisions on salary, tenure, and promotion. Specific use of SRT results may vary by campus
and/or college as described in relevant university or unit policies.

Resources for Improving Instruction
Tools and tips for improving course instruction can be found on the OMS website (oms.umn.edu/srt), under the faculty section. 

Among the available resources is a guide for connecting your teaching practices with the SRT. This guide was created by the Center
for Educational Innovation (cei.umn.edu) and provides suggestions for improving instructional practices in relation to SRT items.

About this Report
This report contains all ratings provided by the students in your courses who submitted SRT responses. Mean (average) scores are
reported as well as the frequency of how often each response was given for each item. Results are provided in the following order:

1. Score graph and frequency graphs for instructor items
2. Score graph and frequency graphs for course items
3. Comments regarding instructor
4. Comments regarding course

For additional information about evaluation of teaching, please reference the Evaluation of Teaching policy for your campus. The policy
for Twin Cities, Crookston, Morris, and Rochester can be found here: http://policy.umn.edu/education/teachingevaluation. 

Sincerely, 
Rebecca Ropers
Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs
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Instructor Items Overall

1. The instructor was well prepared for class.

2. The instructor presented the subject matter clearly.

3. Interactions with the instructor helped me learn.

4. The instructor treated me with respect.

5. The instructor provided feedback intended to improve my course performance.

6. I would recommend this instructor to other students.
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1. The instructor was well prepared for class.

Statistics Value

Response Count 9

Mean 5.78

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.44

2. The instructor presented the subject matter clearly.

Statistics Value

Response Count 9

Mean 5.67

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.71

3. Interactions with the instructor helped me learn.

Statistics Value

Response Count 9

Mean 5.56

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.73

4. The instructor treated me with respect.

Statistics Value

Response Count 9

Mean 5.89

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.33

5. The instructor provided feedback intended to improve my
course performance.

Statistics Value

Response Count 9

Mean 5.11

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 1.27

6. I would recommend this instructor to other students.

Statistics Value

Response Count 9

Mean 5.44

Median 5.00

Standard Deviation 0.53
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Course Items Overall

1. I have a deeper understanding of the subject matter as a result of this course.

2. My interest in the subject matter was stimulated by this course.

3. Instructional technology employed in this course was effective.

4. The activities in this course supported my learning.

5. The amount of effort needed to be successful in this course is reasonable.

6. The grading standards for this course were clear.

7. I would recommend this course to other students.
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1. I have a deeper understanding of the subject matter as a result
of this course.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.38

Median 5.50

Standard Deviation 0.74

2. My interest in the subject matter was stimulated by this course.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.11

Median 5.00

Standard Deviation 1.05

3. Instructional technology employed in this course was effective.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.63

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.74

4. The activities in this course supported my learning.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.44

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.73

5. The amount of effort needed to be successful in this course is
reasonable.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.56

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.53

6. The grading standards for this course were clear.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.67

Median 6.00

Standard Deviation 0.50
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7. I would recommend this course to other students.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.22

Median 5.00

Standard Deviation 0.83
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What did the instructor do that most helped your learning?

Comments

provided recorded lectures that I could go back and watch and had a ton of different opportunities to interact with course content

lectures and readings were helpful

His demeanor was pleasant and receptive and his knowledge and motivation on the materials was supplemental.

The lectures and weekly reflections helped me the most.

N/A

well–prepared slides

Clear lectures, dependable schedule.

he was great

Posted all the lectures on the same day
Responded quickly to messages
Brought in guest speakers
Provided relevant reading materials to supplement lectures

What suggestions do you have for improving the course?

Comments

possibly more opportunities to work on the final project earlier in the semester to get instructor feedback

more open– ended responses to peers on flipgrid, the prompt became a bit repeptative

I don't have any suggestions.

N/A

Maybe add a few more varied assignments throughout the semester?

none

The TA took a really long time to grade, but other than that nothing
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